HollywoodBrits
Pet sale contract
Date of sale __________
Seller: _________________________________________________________
Address: _______________________________________________________
Phone: _______________________________
Buyer: _________________________________________________________
Address: _______________________________________________________
Phone: _______________________________
Description of Kitten
Breed: British Shorthair

Color/Pattern: _______________ Sex: ____

Date of Birth: __________

Sire: __________________

Dam: ___________________

This cat or kitten is purchased as a PET only, in the amount of $___________ USD
Deposit Received $__________ USD
Vaccinations and Exams: ___________________________________________________
Next Vaccination Due: ___________________________
Kitten is being fed: ______________________________

Conditions of Sale
Seller guarantees that this kitten is healthy to the best of her knowledge. This kitten is
guaranteed for 72 hours against, but no limited to the following ailments: upper respiratory
infection, internal and external parasites, and FELV/FIV.
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Buyer has 72 hours after purchase to take kitten to a veterinarian for a health exam, if any
health concerns are found, the buyer may return kitten to the seller within 72 hours with an
explanation from the attending veterinarian. No medical or travel charges will be refunded.
During the first 72 hours, the kitten must be isolated from any other pets, and monitored for
health, eating, litter box usage, and activity level. The seller is not responsible for any injury or
illness to other pets caused by exposure to this kitten.
Under no circumstances will this cat/kitten be sold, leased or given away to any pet store,
research laboratory, breeding mill, or similar facility.
This cat/kitten will be kept indoors, and not allowed to roam freely outdoors without close
supervision.
If this kitten is purchased whole, it is agreed that the kitten will be altered before the age of 10
months, with proof of altering sent to seller. Seller will then issue registration papers within 30
days of notice. If this kitten was purchased altered, then registration papers will be sent within
30 days of sale.
Cat or kitten is guaranteed genetically healthy for one year. If the cat/kitten dies within the first
year of life due to an inherited genetic disease, buyer must inform seller and provide a necropsy
from a certified veterinarian, Seller will then replace said kitten with one of equal quality when
one becomes available.
This cat/kitten will NOT be declawed.
If for any reason the purchaser cannot keep the kitten/cat, it will be returned to breeder for
placement with no refund or replacement.
This contract may only be changed by the breeders written approval.

I agree to the above contract.

Buyer________________________________

Date_____________

Seller________________________________

Date_____________
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